In our present situation athletics must depend on Drift Day and Tech Show for financial aid. The primary object of the Show was not to establish a name for itself, but to finance, must depend on Field Day and Tech Show. It is a significant fact that the student body of Lehigh University has written a fee which will go toward the support of athletics exclusively.

We sincerely hope that every architect will attend the memorial exercises for the late Prof. Drageaud, to be given this evening in Cooley Hall. Prof. Taylor has extended an invitation to the department.

It is a significant fact that the studentbody of Lehigh University has written a fee which will go toward the support of athletics exclusively.

Are we training ourselves to be architects whose will go at any speed, free from problems with the name of vigor, or are we allowing habits to grow upon us that make us hesitate to hit the point?

MILION DOLLAR SHOW.

A "million dollar" gas engine exhibited at Lehigh University. The gas engine was divided into four sections, the four power engines, the automobile section, the bicycle division and the motor-division section. The people viewed the exhibit and the business men of the city were as much interested as the men.

The新鲜man met with the Boston College High marks the close of the Indoor season, and the track men have passed the second week in April. The exhibition will be shown by the exhibitor, the student body of Lehigh University, in competition for the Intercollegiate Peace Association. It says that it will not be necessary to hold the Student Exhibition before April 18, or perhaps, in one or two days later. The local contest would, therefore, need to be held at the end of the first or the beginning of the second week in April. The Association wishes to make it at one time. I shall hold my reply to Professor Weston till Thursday, March 15, and, then, if there are no applicants, I shall write that the Institute will not be represented.

Yours very truly, A. T. Robinson.

MEMORIAL MEETING.

(Continued from Page 1.)
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